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ABSTRACTS 

The current study reveals that occupational aspiration among the male and female doctors present study 

shows that male doctors are more..  Occupational aspiration then the female professional doctors. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

The level of aspiration as a person expectation, goal or claim or his own future achievement in given task. The 

level of aspiration influenced by two of factor, environmental and personal in early to know what in ability, 

interest and values are his aspiration are largely by his environments as we grips order and more aware order his 

abilities interests, personality factors have a great influences but many of his aspiration are environments origin. 

 

Level of occupational aspiration has been defined as orientation towards occupational good (hall and mallere-

1963) the level of occupational aspiration considered as a concept of which is logically a special instance of the 

level of aspiration. 

 

 The period during which the individual makes can be described as a fantasy choice. The period during which is 

making a tentative choice and the period during which he is making a realistic choice the first(the period of 

fantasy choice coincides tin general with the latency period, between six and eleven altheas residual elements of 

fantasy choice frequently carry out into per-adolescents with few exception realistic choice are made in early 

childhood.   
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There are three basic elements suggested by Ginsberg and other regarding occupations choice: 

 

1) Occupational choice is a developmental process it is not a single decision made over a period of years a 

process which takes place over a minimum six or seven years and more-typically over ten years or more. 

2)  Since each decision during adolescence is related to once experience up to that points and in term has an 

influence on the future the process of decision making is basically irreversible. 

3) Since occupational choice in values the balancing of a series of subjects elements witch opportunity and 

limitation of reality the crystallization of occupational choice inevitable has the equality of a compromise. 

 

 Students developments studies have provide the powerful influence the thwarted ambitions and 

frustration of the parents have field on the vocational choice of the individual vocational being the 

implementation of the self concepts of the when the parents have fields to achieve it during their own care 

for their children this has involved frustration for the growing adults waste of energy money and precious 

time. 

 

VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS: 

 

 The process of vocational developments may be summed in series of 5 life-stages characterized as those of 

growth, exploration maintenance and decline and there stage may in turn be sub divided into (a) the fantasy 

tentative and phases of the exploratory stages and (b) the trials and stable phases of the establishments’ stage. 

 

It needs to be pointed out that the process of vocational developments is continues and on going the process of 

vocational developments is essentially that of developments and implementing of self –concept it is a compromise 

process in which the self concept is a product of the inter-action of inherited neutral and endocrinal make up 

playing meet witch the approval of supervises and fellows. 

 

Factors affecting occupational choice and vocational developments: 

 

1. The family: 

 

The abilities interests physique and personality of the individual which play such  an important role is his 

vocational development are partly determined by heredity factors and particular constellations of gents 

which the individual depends upon his parents and ancestors. 
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2. Ability  

 

Adolescents with higher intellectual ability tend to seek and prepare for jobs which require higher kinds of 

intelligence while the ones with lower mental ability go in for semi skilled their carries according to their 

level of ability and in failure because of poor competence. 

 

3. Personality 

 

Personality of the individual effects his vocational interests just as it does his general interests and their 

developments every job can be described in terms the personality characteristics it requires for the person 

for the person to be happy and satisfied in it for example goof teachers are usually social commutative self 

confidents and aggressive bankers dentists and musicians are more conservative self contained and less 

aggressive.    

 

VOCATION GUIDANCE: 

 

 The recognition of the fact that education should equip the individual to inter an occupation and be able to make 

a living makes vocational counselling an integral part of the educational process. 

 

We may recall that counselling that the counselling movement had its origin in the vocational guidance 

movement a few years before the end of the century Jesse B Doves (1898) stated this movement. 

  

Naturally a carrier should be chosen with care thought and planning other  in the matter of vocational choice  an 

individual may find himself unequal to the tasks or in a dilemma  to choice one or the  other or be totally in dark 

all such individual equine assistance called vocational counselling. 

 

The psychoanalytic theory of vocational development emphasis the following: 

  

1) There is a continuing of human developments from infancy to the adult year.   

2) In statistical (libidinous) source gratification are the same the all adult children. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATE: 

 

 The survey of the other literature world reveal that the term occupational aspiration conveyed different meaning 

in today’s psychological literature since various psychologist have defined or described it in different way. 
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Lyons-Richards (1994) explained that no deference between students of Hindu and Muslim in terms of attitude 

toward work itself. 

 

Long Marybeth (1994) research and concluded that the parents level of education did not influence occupational 

sex-role stereotyping and no association existed between parents socioeconomic status and no correlation was 

found between the size to the college and occupation sex- role stereotyping. 

 

 Apostle Robert (1991) have studied on educational and occupational aspiration among Muslim and Hindu found 

that in that in Muslim area defence in educational occupation aspiration between male and females. 

 

Medina (1993) examined that students carrier choice are typical who those belong low socioeconomic families in 

Muslim area. 

 

Waller (1993) development an attitude model for the occupational and educational goulash disadvantaged 

variance is students’ attitudes sex. 

 

Deference and the marginalization of Hindu males.  

 

Mc Cracken (1991) his studied occupational aspiration in Hindu student he concluded that Hindu students had 

higher income and educational aspiration and parents expectation. 

 

PROBLEM:  

 

To study the occupation aspiration among male and female doctors.  

 

1) Sex, male and female condition are independent variable. 

2) Occupational aspiration is dependent variable. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 

 

For the collection of data filed study method is adapted. 

 

Sample: 

 

Total sample of 100 professional oriented doctors were selected out of which 25 male and 25 female from 

professional doctors selected from govt general Hospitals Dist. Gulbarga   
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SAMPLE DESIGN  

 

Sample design 

Sex  Male doctors Female 

doctors 

Total 

Male  25 25 50 

Female 25 25 50 

Total 50 50 100 

 

TOOLS: 

 

The test constructed and standardized by Dy.J.S.Gerwal (1984) it was development by huller and miller(1967) the 

(DAS) scale consulting of eight multiple choice type ten each items contains ten occupations nearly of the 

occupational status level arranged in a mixed order the DAS format  combination of express levels and goal 

periods of each of the four question warding. 

 

Expression goal periods: 

 

Level                             Short Range                                    Long Range  

Idealistic                      Q-No.2.and 4                                  Q-No.6 and 8 

Realistic                       Q-No. 1 and 3                                 Q-No.5and 7 

 

 TEST ADMINISTRATION: 

 

 While administration the objects are made to sit comfortably and the scale paper is distributed to teach subject 

then instruction gives as follows. 

 

 My dear friends this set of questions concerns your interest in differet kinds of jobs. 

 

DISCUSSION: 

 

The ability interest physique and personality of their individual which play such a rare is his occupational 

aspiration 4 choice adolescents with higher intellectual ability tend to seek and prepare jobs which require higher 

kind of intelligence. 

 

The study was conducted to know either Science or Arts areas have any effect on the occupational aspiration of 

the students it has been hypothesized that there is no significant deference between Arts and Science students. 
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Table-1 showing the mean and so occupational aspiration among male and female doctors 

 

                                                                                                              Mean 49.54 

                                              Male                                                        S.D 9.89  

                                                         t-value 3.01 

                                                        Mean 49.54 

                                             Female                                                     S.D 10.06 

 

Table no.1 indicants that different cores in occupations aspiration of male doctors the mean and S.D of the male 

doctors is 49.54. And 9.89 and mean SD of the female doctors 4.88 and 10.90 respectively. 

 

Table-2 showing mean and SD of male and female doctors (N100) 

 

                                                     Male                                                  Mean 47.64 

                                                                                                               SD 10.91 

                                                                                                               t-value 3.62 

                                                    Female                                               Mean 42.78   

                                                                                                               SD 10.29 

 

 

The obtained T-value is significant because calculated T-value 3.62 is higher than the table T-value hence the 

hypothesis is rejected. 

 

CONCLUSION:   

 

1.  There is significant between students of male doctors and female doctors in their occupational aspiration. 

2. There is significant difference between male and female doctors 
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